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Version Update 1.1Big Fixed - Faster its simple app is designed for GSRTC customers who often use Gujarat public transport to travel on S4 It Technologies.Gsrtc bus time app shows the time bus S.T, which the city is given in this application.also this time table is provided by the GSRTC website. The Gujarat State Automobile Transport
Corporation (GSRTC) is a public passenger transport company. It was introduced to provide regular transport services for passengers in key areas of Gujarat and neighboring states.This app provides departure times and Via Satation Thi bus route. Download the app and enjoy access to the GSRTC interface. This time is provided by the
GSRTC bus being tablle. It has a very simple user interface with animation. This app will help you find out the schedule of different buses. Thank you. We are not mixed on the GSRTC Bus 1.0 time table on our servers, so we don't scan it for viruses, advertising software, spyware or other types of malware. This app is hosted in Google
Play and has passed its terms to be listed, however we still recommend caution when installing it. soft112.com download lists posted by Google Play, so if you have a question about a particular software contact the publisher directly. Download links for GSRTC Bus Time Table 1.0 are provided to you soft112.com with no guarantees,
submissions or guarantees of any kind, so download it at your own risk. THE PROGRAM Our Recommendations privacy policy Waiver © 2020 GSRTCBus.in all rights are protected. Design Phoenix Soft Solution More GSRTC Average rating : 5/ 7 1 28 Reviews GSRTC, also known as Gujarat State Road Transport Corporation, is a
passenger bus transport service provided by the Indian state, Gujarat. GSRTC was founded in 1960 and now the corporation has 16 divisions, 8,000 buses and 126 warehouses. The growth of GSRTC in various aspects led to the fact that it received the national award for fuel economy 2006-2007. This award was awarded to the Ministry
of Road Transport and Highways of India. GSRTC - Online Bookings Can book GSRTC tickets at ticket offices at important bus stations. Another option is to book tickets online if you want to avoid the hassle of standing in a long queue for booking purposes. You may have to pay a certain amount as an additional fee if you book your bus
tickets online. You can also change the travel date or cancel these tickets on its official website. To do this, you need to log on to the booking website, travel information such as landing and destination, travel class and travel date. A list of buses and their routes will be shown. Now you need to choose and book to book for a bus that meets
your budget and requirements. GSRTC : GSRTC Bus Types currently has a fleet of 8,000 buses. Of the many composite types, the park includes air conditioners, sleeping buses and Volvo buses as well. Popular GSRTC routes This service helps people travel in and around Gujarat. This bus covers major cities and reaches small villages
and towns within the state. Its service will also help you travel to neighboring states. The most popular routes covered by GSRTC are between Ahmedabad and Rajkot, Jamnagar and Rajkot and Baroda and Pune. Tourist Yash Patel lives in Ahmedabad 1 photo 8 Reviews 228 useful voices 505890 readers Yas Patel Tourist Suresh V lives
in Ahmedabad 3 Reviews 83 useful voices 566397 readers Suresh v Scout Bhruges Prajapati lives in Nadyad 2 Reviews 52 useful voices 565855 readers Bhrugesh Prajapati Scout Henant D lives in Delhi 3 Reviews 70 useful voices 603086 readers Henant D Scout Sukhla lives in Delhi 4 Reviews 44 useful voices 610935 readers Sukhla
Explorer Raj Patel lives in Gandinagar 9 Reviews 214 helpful voices 620648 readers Raj Patel Scout Saifee Vohra lives in Rajkot 3 Reviews 725 useful votes 646980 readers Saifee Vohra Scout Jay Gandhi lives in Ahmedabad 2 Reviews 731 useful voices 634248 readers Gandhi Jay Scout Scout Hardik Ratod lives in Mahesana 3
Reviews 701 helpful voices 643137 readers Hardik Ratod Scout Devansh Parikh 2 Reviews 720 useful votes 649128 readers Devanshikh Post Review gujarat State Road Transport Corporation (GSRTC) was founded on May 1, 1960 bus services to Gujarat and neighbouring states. Currently, GSRTC has a huge fleet of buses, more than
7600 and more than 220 bus stations. It was grouped under 16 divisions with more than 125 bus depots. GSRTC was also awarded the National Fuel Economy Award in 2006-07 by the Ministry of Road Transport and Highway. Gujarat State Road Transport Corporation has a fairly high frequency of buses to serve passengers during the
day providing a safe and comfortable travel experience. GSRTC bus services are not only limited to Gujarat, but also serve passengers traveling to nearby states. This is the preferred choice of passengers because of its punctual and convenient bus services for several tourist routes. You can also make online GSRTC bookings using the
RedBus app. GSRTC GSRTC bus facilities are set to provide a comfortable and safe travel experience and, therefore, the buses are well equipped with all the necessary and basic amenities to increase customer satisfaction. Passengers will have access to all the necessary amenities on the bus. However, The set of amenities can vary
depending on the type of bus chosen by the passenger. Normally, the rule which are packed with high-end amenities require a higher fare compared to the common. Here's a list of amenities you can expect while travelling on a GSRTC bus. Charging Point Wi-Fi Central TV Reading Light Water Bottles CCTV Air Conditioner / Fan 24 '7
Customer Support The aforementioned convenience kits are usually found on GSRTC buses. Some buses are also equipped with additional amenities such as pillow, personal TV, Blanket, Wet Napkin, etc. Popular tourist routes GSRTC has a huge bus fleet that covers over 2,82,700 routes daily in Gujarat and neighboring states. The
shortest route is between Hadadar and Umargram, and the longest is between Ahmedabad and Umargram. Some of the main and popular tourist routes covered by GSRTC buses include: Baroda's Surat Ahmedabad in Baroda Surat in Baroda Ankleshwar in Surat Ankleshwar in Baroda Kamrej in Surat Baroda in Ankleshwar Surat in
Ankleshwar The aforementioned tourist routes are among the popular, covered by GSRTC buses on a daily basis. You can easily check the GSRTC bus time for your itinerary using the RedBus app. GSRTC GSRTC bus types provide you with a variety of options to choose from when it comes to the types of buses provided by GSRTC.
You can make online GSRTC bookings easily with reliable service providers like RedBus. It will also help you check the availability of different types of buses for your travel itinerary. Here is a list of the different types of buses offered by GSRTC to passengers. Non-A/C Seater (2'1) Sleeping Gurjarnagri Volvo A/C Sleeper (2'1) A/C Luxury
Local Ordinary Volvo Sleeper Metro Link Service Popular Cities Covered GSRTC buses cover more than 2,82,700 daily routes covering all major towns and cities of Gujarat and neighboring states. Buses have a high frequency and serve passengers during the day. You can easily make GSRTC online booking tickets using the RedBus
app for your destination city. Below are some of the popular cities covered by GSRTC buses. Gandinagar Surat Baroda Ahmedabad Botlshwar Matar Lahni Chota Udaipur Ramji Ka Gol Popular pilgrimage destinations with buses GSRTC GSRTC cover all major cities of Gujarat and prominent cities in neighboring states. You can make
GSRTC bus reservations for trips to cities such as Gandinagar, Surat, Baroda, Botenshwar, Godhra, etc. GSRTC buses also serve devotees, offering bus service to some of the most popular pilgrimage sites in Gujarat and its area. Some of the popular pilgrimage sites include the following. Ambaji Mata na Madh Pavadgadh Shirdi
Somnath Nasik Nathdwara Gondal Narayan Sarovar How to book a GSRTC bus on RedBus You can easily make GSRTC bus booking with RedBus online. You can make GSRTC GSRTC booking using the RedBus website or its mobile app in a few simple steps. Here's how you can book an online GSRTC ticket. Visit the RedBus
website or open the mobile app Enter details of your travel itinerary in section 1 and to on the online portal After submitting your travel data you will need to mention the date of the trip Now you just have to click the Search button right Use filters on the right side to filter bus options to only GSRTC buses to choose a suitable bus according
to your budget and duration. Travel from the list displayed You will need to choose a location according to your preferences and availability Now click on the Proceed to Book button you will have to enter personal details in the Passenger Information section - Contact Information You can enter the offer code that you have before moving to
the payment section It were necessary steps to book GSRTC buses online using RedBus. Once these steps have been completed, you will have to pay the amount and confirm your ticket booking. The ticket will be sent to your mobile phone number and the email address mentioned in the contact information section provided earlier. You
can even insure your travel, this insurance covers the accident and loss of luggage for a very nominal fee. The safety measures taken against GSRTC during the COVID-19 GSRTC took all necessary precautions to ensure safe travel for its passengers and to prevent the spread of coronavirus. All buses are properly washed and
disinfected before allowing passengers to enter. It asked passengers to pay using e-wallet methods to ensure contactless transactions and reduce the risk of proliferation. You can easily make GSRTC bus bookings online using the redBus app or website. GSRTC has issued safety guidelines and preventive measures for passengers.
Other measures include making the mask mandatory for all passengers. GSRTC buses will not pass through the containment zone to ensure the safety of their passengers. Passengers must also use hand sanitizer before boarding the bus. All precautions are taken to ensure the safe passage of passengers. Safety is a feature of RedBus,
which strengthens our efforts to ensure safer bus travel. This allows bus operators to demonstrate their compliance with covid-19 measures to their employees and vehicles. When booking, users can use the Safety sign to identify buses that follow these measures set out by the Government of India. Buses marked with the Safety sign are
regularly disinfected, employees who wear masks and gloves, and are fitted with hand sanitizers. As part of this step against coronavirus, RedBus asks all its users to maintain social distancing and personal hygiene. If you are you Make sure you wear a face mask at all times, wash your hands regularly, and don't touch your face. In case
you feel bad, please postpone your travel plans. Plans.
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